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Foreword 

This Cicatrice ‘Iso-Poetics’ journal has been put together in aid of ACORN 

Renter’s Union. Writer’s proceeds, where agreed by the writer, have been donated 

directly to support ACORN and their ongoing efforts. 

ACORN are a mass membership organisation working to improve renter’s rights 

across the UK. 

In the continued coronavirus pandemic, ACORN are working tirelessly to ensure 

unfair and or unlawful evictions cannot happen in communities during the 

outbreak, and that all renters remain informed of their rights during this uncertain 

time. 

To find out more information regarding ACORN, as well as details on how you 

can volunteer or donate to their cause, we would encourage you to look on their 

website, https://acorntheunion.org.uk/. 

Please stay home and stay safe.  

We hope that this collection will bring you some solace in an unstable world. 

Thank you to all key workers across the country. 

 

 facebook.com/Cicatricejournal/ 

 facebook.com/acornsheffield/ 

 facebook.com/NHSwebsite/ 
 

@Cicatrice_UoS  For previous Cicatrice journals, 

@ACORN_tweets  please see our website 

@NHSuk   https://cicatricemoon.wixsite.com/journal 
 

Edited by Samuel Kendall, Rebecca Sandeman, Ashley Bullen-Cutting and Loma 

Jones 

https://acorntheunion.org.uk/
https://cicatricemoon.wixsite.com/journal
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Nocturne in Orange 

 

Rain, the first in four scorched weeks, 

stops as I step out to walk through it. 

Only tepid steam now curlicues 

from pavement, entwines my fibulae,  

freaks out a fox. Flaring against  

Yorkshire stone, lamplight makes  

solaria of Walkley’s vacant streets, 

the Ruskin house where labourers 

spent Sundays awed by citrine quartz 

before the foundries fired again.  

 

Four pubs have called time. A lowlit  

fifth, the Florist, glowers, furtive as 

the alley cats now facing off. I can’t say 

why I’m still out. One California poppy  

reclines against latte-hued new-build,  

tired diva on a gold chaise longue. 

A path I won’t take drops, abrupt as bells, 

to a silt-black Rivelin valley; beyond, 

on some far ascending road, unattended 

lights shift, shift from amber to green. 

 

Pete Green 
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March 20 

 

listening to music about wombats 

by probably Metheny wondering 

how many syllables there are in ‘listening’ 

some days or years it’s hard to tell  

the leaf from the twig  

the heartwood from the cambium 

conundrums exacerbated now & then  

by moments when you’ve  

shaved or gouged your thumb 

above the pale & haunted wood  

just before finishing the artefact 

it’s hard to carve away the soaked in stains 

do you remember when it started 

as a kind of stellar ladle 

evolved into the old-school pudding spoon 

but then became a tent peg 

well now it’s just a toothpick 

& a couple of hundred  

grammes of silver 

birch shavings  

sawdust &  

compost / radiated memories 

the dust of which  

contains so many variations 

such as legacy  

& this lathe-cloud of sanded yew 

for which your anti-virus snorkel 

is a must 

the tube extending through 

the open windows 

into fields & woods 

where we will walk 

in our imaginations 

through the back streets of these towns 
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or whatever & whenever 

it is going 

to be called  

imagining  

updated histories &  

the future of the birch 

 

Peter Hughes 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Photo courtesy of Morag Livingstone 
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March 24 

 

I’m whittling this 

tascabile memorial 

to Kenny Rogers 

from a creosoted  

sleeper I imagined 

underneath the disused 

slate-train track 

that ran down 

past Bethesda 

to the harbour 

with its brigs &  

barques & schooners 

plus a toy castle built 

from slavery & sugar 

country sorrow  

in the West Indies 

where early versions 

of the blues  

& catastrophic loss 

ached & bled into  

the American grain 

& granary                it’s a long way 

from Bethesda down to 

Georgia & Stradella 

& the train I ride 

stopped functioning 

in 1962 then turned 

into something else 

let’s call it travelling-time  

as played on an acoustic 

song without words 

a set of blue-black  

abstracts mostly 

instrumental & the line 

is now a cycle-track 
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where trees 

meet overhead 

& where we hum like cables 

& finger different cords 

 

Peter Hughes 
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[On Catastrophe] 
 

Each summer was a mystery. Each pool 
a chance. Each poem a secret. But after 
unbuilding comes the building, a 
reversal of what is expected to take 
place. O aquatic typewriter that types 
lines between the lines. Keep love alive 
while the typing lasts. At a time when 
the poem (knowledge and perception) 
like an artificial pond, unattended, algae-
dense, is murky, sans mercy, sans 
transparency, in what way, one wonders, 
should one proceed then towards the 
poem’s seabed, the final resting place of 
these conflicting conversations, the 
poem, our Ithaca, the poem, our 
swimming pool, the poem, our shared 
fluid tomb whose geography, or 
borders, we don’t yet know or see, I 
mean a writing that calls for thinking, 
the one that tickles souls. How can the 
anonymous swimmers, the posthumous 
lovers recognise shapeless, muffled 
symbols underwater? Is one’s own inner 
global disaster, one’s private history, 
auto-nautical crises, lighter, flimsier, 
even faster, when occurring, and/or 
experienced, as a swimming pool event? 
And if so with what methods does the 
water typist underwater type absurdities, 
ambiguities, unnameables, micro and 
macro climaxes of this summer vis-à-
vis, heart to heart, between two 
irreconcilable cartographed others, and 
disentangle entangled cyclops, and other 
species of figures of speech in aqua, in 
the liquefied poem (what is the ultimate 
point), how will we make sense of the 
amorous swimmers’ incomprehensible, 
incompatible discourse? For them each 
summer offered a mystery. Each pool a 
chance. Each poem a secret. Each 
chance a call for comprehension, for a 
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thinking feeling thought en route (again) 
to Sebald's East Anglian melancholic 
seashore which now, in our poor aporia, 
will be our assembly point, where we 
finally gather ourselves together, in an 
ideal marginality, at the edge of this 
island, in the absolute horizontality 
where one needs to apologize to the 
other retro-futuristically in a one way 
correspondence for anything one once 
will or would have said (before), for all 
the tricks and all the foul play, all the 
cheating, all the double-meaning, always 
somehow ahead of oneself in the past. 
The calligrapher thinks (might you call it 
being under duress) the closest perhaps 
we could ever get to the other’s 
catastrophe, the fictitious, cataclysmic 
event, would be to picture the writer, 
the other, the amorous lover on his final 
(death)drive (if you will) in Norfolk 
(towards your seashore), camera 
attached to his smart forehead when his 
car crashes with a lorry in Poringland on 
the Lowestoft Road in the midst of his 
East Anglian mindscape. And then 
imagine, you, the alternative other, were 
you to watch it back on youtube and 
immediately, as experience a priori yet 
right after the event, you’d report it 
back to the world. After building comes 
the unbuilding. So what shall we talk 
about in our last summer discourse? 
And when and where shall we meet our 
own event, at what detour, at what 
passage? It’ll soon turn into a game of 
one player chess, you’ll see, the game of 
lonely typing; thinking against time. And 
although the klaviatur now almost 
animate & intimate (if you will), script 
made (un)familiar or even uncanny like 
the strange familiarity of swimming in a 
swimming pool, immersive perhaps in 
order to impress the silent literatist, the 
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wordless lettrist, the deaf typist, the 
posthumous co-author, (the dead reader 
– if you will), our inner paralytic, numb 
armchair psychotherapist, perhaps we 
could proceed on the meridian instead 
eventually always returning to where we 
started – with nothing said, felt, 
thought, not to have moved an inch – 
collectively, dialogically or otherwise. Or 
should we today (if you will) perhaps 
move with the movement of a 
perplexed swimmer, or some kind of 
paraphyletic mammal in water, as if 
swimming to and fro in our story, our 
local swimming pool, face turned 
backwards towards the past yet body 
propelled unstoppably into the future, 
shifting – thinking, swimming, 
remembering, even – inch by inch ahead 
of ourselves in time, a centaur, or an 
amphibian, a one-eyed aquatic flâneur, 
half-here, semi-there, flight tipped 
somewhat sideways in horizontal, 
historic, histrionic here-&-nows? It’s 
not the vision but the motion, Aristotle 
writes. Not comedy, but tragedy that 
renders absolute completion to the play. 
Without our inner catastrophic lover, we 
are lost for ever. 
 
 
Ágnes Lehóczky 
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Photo courtesy of Dan Eltringham  
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From ‘What Happens (Feb/Mar 2020)’ 

 

that sociopath, Freedom,  

crops up again as death-drive  

–as the death-cult’s delineations 

wear through market’s  

fraying masquerade– 

governance by cattleprod 

slow-then-fast revelation  

of the hole in the floor 

where the state used to be 

seeing things always there 

as if for the first time 

it’s not a time for 

your ideology, 

separating out the sick 

the malaise seeks not 

to be called by its name 

i only do this by night 

counterinsurgency 

is my day job 

 

is this not what markets mean 

by contagion? differing 

modalities of stoppage 

cancelling everything 

except repayment 

time to meet the neighbours 
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the re-fusing of the social 

widening apertures 

of industrial action 

apart from openings 

for business as usual  

solidary irony 

of ‘what we don’t do’* 

keeping everyone apart 

in negative spaces 

between bodies 

keeping everyone together 

& together call its name,  

all at once & unplanned,  

from all the balconies 

of the world naming 

the super-spreader naming 

the source of the symptoms 

not born of nature 

this virus is exchange 

its very self, of course 

say something interesting 

things are going to look 

distinct & it’s never 

too soon to blame them 

 

Dan Eltringham 

*from Anne Boyer, ‘this virus’, Milarbilary (10 march 2020) 

<https://mirabilary.substack.com/p/this-virus>.  

https://mirabilary.substack.com/p/this-virus
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April lay discarded 
 
April lay discarded. 

For months their sun’s been flat 
pale, slapped onto the sky 

  
De-blued with each day 
spent in waiting and ending 
in the same bitter sting. 

 
They’ve run out of places 
to stash disappointment 
 and so it seeps. 
 
The carpet peeks barely 
through uneventful 
 scrunched-up hours 
 
And the whole house heaves deep 
with quiet discontent. 
 
Their kisses are flimsy 
 and preoccupied 
  or that’s how they receive them. 
 
Shame has congealed round them  
– a cooled-wax prison 

of ever-altered selves. 

 

Bethany Aylward 
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Photos (including back cover) courtesy of Bethany Aylward 
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Distancing 

 

It happens 

at the rim of a daylight shaft 

so unassuming and solid, 

encased and freed from such 

barring, showy closure,  

at peace from  

what Yeezy taught me 

and what debased thought found itself 

easing like the green worm 

from the red apple. 

 

You find there a cutpurse 

in the afterglow 

of such ornate malnutrition, 

such golden hued direness and measure, 

with a plucked and gutted guitar - 

Leonard on Hydra, seeing her 

for that first time, 

then leaving her. 

 

There is a delicacy 

to finishing, a tidy 

sort of daintiness 

like handling toothpicks – 

twizzling out snails 

in a Shanghai bathhouse 

so far from anything. 
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It’s a welcome feeling - feeling alien, 

if you are the right kind of alien. 

Would you give a polar bear 

your sweater in the snowstorm, 

have it frame itself  

so far away as sold? 

 

All things are like Ai Weiwei, in their way 

dropping that ancient urn 

hands barely moving  

as antiquity shatters 

the way Muybridge’s horse 

stutters on - 

the question, always 

what will remember us? 

 
Samuel Kendall 
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Photos courtesy of Samuel Kendall  
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Steelwomen 

 

Those moments still exist 

when you changed your clothes 

just to meet your mother from Wostenholm’s,  

took the downhill walk in the softening sun 

that turned the white fascias pink.  

 

In your lungs there is air light as finches, 

footsteps on warm gravel in new summer shoes. 

One speeds to another — 

iridescence, a yellow gold 

serpentine chain. 

 

There is so much freedom in happiness. 

 

On Wellington Street, soft white feathers  

like magnolia petals stick to the tarmac. 

The women creak in brown paper coiled corsets,  

bend their dinosaur spines over the wheel.  

All the reds of the city bleed in that cotton triangle 

tight against your chestnut hair, 

in the splashes of hot resin that melt on your hands 

and in the skin pink hatches  

from scissors and shears, scythes and sickles,  

fine as the folding fruit knives that silver  

Sunday plates 
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and on Burgess Street,  

the magnet-maker’s widow ties favours at the table. 

Later, she spreads doilies, those peppered angels’ wings,  

calls her daughter, whose hair in rags will pinch her sleep. 

 

Salted dripping sags on white bread, tongue chasing 

the brown marbling. That’s where the goodness is,  

she says. There is sage in a pot on the windowsill. 

Above the sink, soap in a box, cracked and grey-veined. 

Each morning the widow strips to her vest, veiled  

by the half net whose folds stiffen with condensation.  

Over the Cornish Works a flock of birds oscillate 

like iron filings. 

 

His cheek in the photo 

still dry under her goodnight kisses. 

 

Helen Angell 
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They don’t rate me but I don’t rate them either 
for Sam S 
 
Spark of an idea that glowed, went boom 
all over the sky then ultimately ruined the sunset / returned 
to spite my heart: but I can’t hear 
what I say; it’s sense, the sense 
controls: come piss in my toaster  
come write a book about lyric pedagogy  
on my sofa - thus,  
this for that; see irreconcilability 
another hidden abode - put this on  
your kitchen scales 
and they’ll go brown - that glowed 
spitefully but still control, in surplus 
the social’s dividing / constituent  
elements, before, after; political life: more for less across  
syntax now the whole’s a co-ord:  
sabotage was the idea 
and: babes, I’m a nightmare dressed like a daydream -  
stillness, let me know, 
that’s what I call Humpty Dumpty - 
turn this over and take it back to 
see if we got the fucking car, 
one more where do I put myself, where does anyone, 
unbearably full of fragmented big energy, that glows.  
 

Edmund Hardy 
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she’s all lines 
 
she’s all lines, kinky wind, dashed highlights, puckered, meandering, in-seam 
cupped thighs and bat wings, high wired electric faultline in armpits. gravel gash scar 
tissue, leg buckle done in liver light, browns and dead red, the build up. the layer 
cake effect of cut, bruise, cut, bruise, bone and heal it. wet with the little rivulets of 
autumn silver, iridescent pressure of too much, give out, part the unpartable, ever-
stretching, woman frame. veins pushed in from the outside, the don’t sweat / not 
yet enough / not yet done getting there, lit, bulbed, mirror path. the clown town 
whore house effect of small suburb, little-women. she is half blown up, but too late, 
the over inflation bobs around the air like sweat, like looking away or just past, not 
the transfixed glare that was called for. a foot catches, a foot down, in more daggers, 
little glinting coral reefs creeping up like buddha’s garden, sat half in a puddle. always 
wet and shedding salt on the wave covers / always popping cells by osmosis, the 
inaction of letting it all get in, up inside there, and rest, whitish. wiped off at the 
wrist, more tire tracks and bi-lines, the too south of the life line times that knit over 
one another / erasing each other / tapping out a different message in the picture’s 
place by bone breakages and slipped pots and sharp ceramics that poke out, 
splintered carbons and loss of sensation. one slipper sack loss of sensation / the 
shapes put out by crease, merge, forking, crumple-weave polyester, unfading thigh 
indentation of faux-wicker chairs. heat embossed and sebum lacquered in, left with 
splatter / slit / char / mark / burns point in towards the world-oven. forty-five 
degrees and counting, almost enough to cook a layer off, let the white fat turn crispy 
and muddled under tan shank pleather. little crevasses release the movement, the 
bendability of one foot in front of the other on a heated floor without an off switch, 
building up a crust to meet melting crust. trying not to let the plates crack, to let 
flecks fester in the shade too long, turning black not-brown or white not-brown, or 
blue. she is a layer cake of villainy and mistrusted members of sub-groups, the graffiti 
is never purposeful or quite dry, the stretching mocks the concrete. even the blue 
parts aren’t blue anymore, unless you squint.  
 
Loma Jones 
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Photos courtesy of Loma Jones 
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Stranded in Cambodia  

Another fine and angry day staring at the internet. For the most part, the anxiety 

feels orgasmic yet slightly drawn out. Like a carol concert you are mildly interested 

in, but only for certain songs. Scroll. Break. Scroll. Coffee. Break. Scroll. Janine is 

wondering why she’s been moved down the repatriate spreadsheet. I WAS 

TWELFTH AND NOW I’M ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-NINTH, IS 

THERE ANY REASON FOR THIS GUYS, I’M SORT OF FREAKING OUT 

HERE. Everybody’s minds have become a spreadsheet, when they close their eyes 

they see: insert pivot table. We have joined the spreadsheet later than most. We 

don’t know if it’s a good thing or our ultimate demise. We have a leader. Her name 

is Beth. She is outraged and appalled twenty-four hours a day. She is our 

spokesperson, our repatriate DJ, she decides who to shame and be disappointed 

with next. I AM EXTREMELY DISAPPOINTED WITH THE 

AMBASSADOR, WHO I HEAR DOESN’T EVEN WRITE HER OWN 

EMAILS. SHAME ON HER AND SHAME ON MICHEAL GOVE FOR 

REDESIGNING THE GSCE ENGLISH EXAMS. We nod in agreement, our 

thumbs twitching from refresh, scroll, refresh. Nobody is safe from Beth’s scorn, 

especially Qatar airlines. ABSOLUTE MADNESS, CAPITALISING ON PANIC 

AND FEAR. THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR A TICKET? MY GIDDY 

DEAD AUNT. The people flock to her. We are so sorry for your loss Beth. Was it, you 

know, THE VIRUS? Beth has to come clean. No I have no aunt. It was just an 

expression. Everybody lets out a long, collective exhale. She came clean for the 

good of the people and we thank her for it. 

There is a mystic figure in the group. His name is Jerry. He was the leader of 

Before, Beth being merely a deputy; a simple cataloguer of email addresses and visa 

extension dates. Jerry got out. He is living proof of freedom and escape, despite 

the naysayers ridiculing his attempts to charter a plane. It happened though, didn’t 

it naysayers? You shot Jerry down and he left with his family on a half-empty 

flight. Everybody should have trusted Jerry. You had your chance and you blew it. 

It’s a sore subject though. A bone of contention for many. LET’S NOT 

DRUDGE UP THE PAST BRIAN, THERE’S NO POINT ARGUING OVER 

WHAT CANNOT BE UNDONE. WHY DON’T YOU HAVE ANOTHER 

PINA COLADA AND CHILL OUT. Brian is, understandably, very offended by 

the Pina Colada comment, he is allergic to pineapples. They are basically telling 

him to go murder himself. He doesn’t even have his epi pen with him. He thinks 

he left it in Bali.  

There is a renegade faction in this group that some people are, quite frankly, 

frightened of. They call themselves ‘the weathering out the storm’ group. Often 

they are very flippant with their comments, undermining our Beth, saying people 
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should join them on the islands for movie nights. MOVIE NIGHTS IN A 

GLOBAL PANDEMIC? One hardcore-Bethite replies. REALLY? YOU WANT 

TO COMMUNALLY WATCH LA LA LAND AT A TIME LIKE THIS. The 

shame brush comes back out of the cupboard. Its bristles are thick with indignity. 

We type, refresh and stroke. Shame. Shame. Shame. Shame on you. 

Rumours of a government lockdown circulate. Beth tells everyone to remain calm 

but furious. The Embassy release an official statement. It is not good news: WE 

APPRECIATE THAT EVERYBODY IS GROWING INCREASINGLY 

FRUSTRATED IN THESE UNPRECENDENTED TIMES. WE REGRET TO 

INFORM YOU THAT….  

Abandoned, we cry.  

Somebody please speak to the BBC or Good Morning Britain. 

 My hotel doesn’t have any jam at breakfast now. 

 Yesterday, I saw two rats fighting over a dead chicken. 

  There’s hardly any restaurants open.  

The Greek one, with the mediocre hummus, closed last Tuesday. 

My family and I no longer feel safe using the pool.  

 They aren’t cleaning the filters or towels. 

  I heard there is only thirty ventilators in the whole country. 

Where’s Jerry when we need him?  

He can source anything, even planes. 

 

I hide my phone under my pillow until morning. It grows hot and restless whilst I 

sleep, waiting impatiently for me to wake up and be angry again.  

We’ve never been so connected.  

I love it more than my own husband. Truth be told, I don’t need him anywhere 

near as much.  

 

Rebecca Sandeman 
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Photo courtesy of Rebecca Sandeman 
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THE APPRENTICE BOOKSELLER 

‘C’est a toi que je songe Italie …’ 

Guillaume Apollinaire 

 

for Carlo Ferrari 

 

There are no statues in those squares. 

Still, the whole district’s enigmas, 

its arrivals and departures, they return 

in the form of a cast-iron water fountain 

littered around with autumn leaves; 

they’re hardened into fact and habit 

after pedestrian-crossing roulette, 

overfilled bottle-bells, refuse bins, 

rotting fruit clutter left anywhere. 

 

Off in the distance, commercial towers 

still have their surviving libreria … 

See, hereabouts, provocative signs 

shadow hypermarket porticoes, 

parked rows of skips, delivery points 

(their packing strip for scavenging) 

by moss-grown verges, loading bays –  
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the world’s backside, a no-place else, 

where its tied-off threads still show. 

These are the paths we come and go 

taking short-cuts, trampled ways 

past perimeter fences, curtain walls, 

like carrier pigeons, revenants 

with their bar-code boarding cards, 

self-haunting, I won’t lie to you … 

 

and I won’t lie, this no-place is 

a home from home for the likes of us, 

its towers, rose towers policing traces 

of the profits and the loss. 

 

Peter Robinson                                                                          
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Eleven colours of  loneliness 
 
I 
The shiny, pinkish-red, mass-produced, repetitive strain injury of Saint Valentine’s 
Day. 
 
II 
The indelible, haldi-coloured curry-stain on your new trousers, that you can’t 
remember the cause of. 
 
III 
The unopened, metallic-silver of a condom-wrapper with a “use-by” date of 4 
years, 11 months and 26 days ago. 
 
IV 
The dazzling, yellow-white of trying to hide inside a paperback on a stony beach 
with some-one who can’t stand you, but won’t leave you alone. 
 
V 
The freshly-squeezed orange as the hotel waiter takes away the other place-setting 
at your table, while you sit down to the pre-paid breakfast that you don’t feel like 
eating. 
 
VI 
The folded white of the recently-laundered, unused, cotton handkerchief in your 
pocket that you want to offer to the woman in the next seat, who has just hung up 
on her mobile phone conversation. 
 
VII 
The scintillating, multi-coloured, projected fantasy of the adverts before the main 
feature at the cinema, for which you buy a ticket for the film you want to watch, 
with no sweets, no nachos, no ice cream, and no cola.   
 
VIII 
The obscure, magenta haze of quaffing red wine in a corner-chair at a party. 
 
IX 
The hand-dyed indigo and emerald-green of a poncho in a shop in Hebden Bridge 
that you have the money to afford, but no-one to buy it for.   
 
X 
The state of being content with your own company for a few hours or more, of 
which you get to decide the colour-scheme.  
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XI 
The gunged-up, unsanitised grey of the plastic control unit for the self-operated, 
intravenous morphine-pump. 
 
 

William Thirsk-Gaskill 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo courtesy of William Thirsk-Gaskill  
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departures.        

slow-roasting beth, elasticated young-blooded fool,  
clippings collector of the Metro’s Rush Hour Crush,  
and magpie of SNL sketches on late night TV –  

to the man in the Talking Heads t-shirt on the 11:17 to Bristol Temple Meads: 

when ‘you’ met ‘me’ with your Friday night Marxism 
and chain-smoked cigarettes, ‘i’ became plasticine,  
red-cheeked, snub-nosed, still referred to in supermarkets    
as not ‘lady’ but ‘girl’, watch out for that ‘girl’, timothy – 
knocking on neighbourhood doors in pursuit of sugar, 
now set like concrete in your palms, tilted sunwards.  

 
 i could smack that expression from your face, should i want to. 

 but i think it would just spring back into place. 

 

stood in our greenhouse confrontation  
between red peppers and raspberries  
I think make me a sunflower,  
sibilant, gushing with breeze, laden with vowels,  
catching on the bellies of caterpillars and boot soles of Kickers.  

    are you rested? big day ahead. 

your handprints in mine (with salt water gathered in both) 
imperial mints foaming like the tide  
in the closed mouth my mother leant to me,  
wishing that I was as skilful  
as trees are in winter  
at letting things go 

 

Nora Murphy  
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Three variations for AL 

long arch to counter to 

rose top to dead lock to 

countenance a dally 

sum on the wild  

the country it folds  

in this place and this place 

a greater air a fuzz in the diode 

siren haughty slightly hungry 

 

I have been trying to keep my attention fixed on one thing for the long duration, 

so it might sever the surrounding connections as they champ the air. There is 

intent, a fixed eye, not quite mine, and who in starlight cannot think “starlight” 

contented. I think digging. I remember the long night on the beach, any beach, 

where we drank spirits and I watched the others swim. There under the patch of 

the Mediterranean, watching heads bob a mile out into the sea. Counting each head 

as it bobbed. It was some specific beach. I wanted to fix the number of heads that 

bobbed. As a wave obscured them, becoming between them and the shore, I was 

counting again, wondering had the total changed. I could not fix a total, despite 

not being drunk from the spirits we drank. In that hour of dark and starlight, I only 

saw their heads, bobbing in the ocean. I thought “starlight” and was not contented. 

There would be no way to raise an alarm, and I would not be swimming out to 

them. I had been told that to tread water is like a lazy form of digging. We are all 

then, of a kind, digging. Later, they swam back, and the bodies came out of the 

water, silvered by moonlight, but lithe, intact and still breathing.  

 

must we always urge it up 

this time for time is 

not spacious but containing 

I huff oh a lot 

I ride 10k without motion 

I smoke cigs in the evening      

Andrew Spragg 
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Photo courtesy of Ben Dorey 
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Sketch for Mallaig  

northerly gales whip navy seas  
against stubborn lava flows, 
moments crystallised 
beyond the harbour wall - 
persistent doubts 
insisting on sanity 

nonsense of the sound 
no metaphor for thought 
but simple becoming of world  
out of self receding 
into texture and red weeds 
revealed with the wane  
of lunar desire 
for a time 

 

Ben Dorey  
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Soundings 
 
They invite you to recline, 
to helmet your head in white plastic 
which cups and cushions. 
 
Your knees are raised, 
it is almost restful. 
Silicon earplugs then headphones. 
 
They explain in muffled voices 
about the fearful noise inside the machine. 
A periscopic mirror connects you to the world. 
 
Imagine the magnetism deep in your core 
each cell rendered visible, 
your body found out. 
 
Close your eyes. Float. 
Think of that tale you were told  
about the diver and the whale 
 
how they hung in the ocean face to face 
her pulsing song scanning his fragile frame. 

 
 

Jenny Donnison 
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Acute ward 
 
Drips and tubes, incessant beeps 
each hard-won breath. 
 
You fear to sleep. 
In electric half-light wait for dawn, 
 
for distant glimpse  
of dormant trees 
 
branches drawn  
on gold-brushed cloud 
 
the rising sun  
a skein of geese. 

 

 

Jenny Donnison 
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Three Found Poems 

 

 

Evie Wilson 
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Fairytale No. 19  

It has taken me oak trees       oak trees belligerent 

from seed to sapling 

           to realise – 

it’s taken me oak trees      away   from home 

from honey    away 

      to realise     how dance     how disco 

how damaged I am    I am 

       afraid of everything 

everything.    I have been       in filigree or figurine 

since            in furs, in figment 

         in fleeting 

or floodlight since 

     I recounted the apple I was suturing 

and my mouse didn’t bless me 

      and my faun lifted 

        to protect his own skitter 

which meant I had to go to the cove 

    and because I was willing      to go to the cove   

       to protect 

as no one else was protecting me I was treated  

like a balance perversion     a balalaika  

             like a bagatelle  

my dormouse tender to believe me 

if I dropped the charlestons.  

         Long before,  

I learnt to plant for darlings 

to anticipate          all the schemas of each deadbeat 

to try to mitigate them  in how I behaved. 

 

     I do this        all the tinctures. 

All the timpanists.    Obsessively.    It’s exhausting. 

 

 

Angelina D’Roza 

First Published in Correspondences, Longbarrow Press, 2019 
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Dowserlore 

1 

It’s not a bullet and I’m not lined up to die amongst the rabble, but my end is so 

much like what Vonnegut, what Borges, once envisioned for their characters at the 

moment of death. It is a desalination of duration, an unstuckness of time. For me, 

it is dehydration, sunstroke, heat death; an individual demise at the hands of guilt 

and not the release of one lone triggerman as befell Billy Pilgrim1 and Jaromir 

Hladík2. There are no lasers here and I have no pressing drama to pen, it’s just the 

desert and I. Sun, sand, me, and judgement.  

It’s not oases people see near the end - that’s just the sweat dripping into your 

eyes and magnifying fantastic under prolonged mental duress. Whole humid forests 

exist in these droplets, shading ovoid ponds and tiered waterfalls, but that’s not 

what you see at all. It’s the real water you see - the faraway water that used to be so 

plenteous elsewhere but remains hopelessly out of reach.  

 

2 

Torridity turns time. 

 

3 

The dowser can be found at the edge of camp, they say. You won’t be able to miss 

her. She casts a shadow, leaves an impression, stands out, catches the breath. I find 

her at noon, sitting cross-legged beside a rusted Ford. A crowd echoes her 

movements a respectful distance away. She’s slight, like desert-grass, but has presence 

like a Joshua Tree. “Mormons brought them,” she says by way of hello as I come 

close, inclining her head to one such tree. She speaks with a Texan twang but so 

high it’s taxing to believe she’s older than sixteen. Sun-scarred, burnt and doused in 

freckles, she’s every bit the Desert Delilah the rags claim her to be. Just so much 

younger. 

 

4 

I play the game. Hands out like so 

                                                             
1 Slaughterhouse-Five, Vonnegut, 1969 

2 ‘The Secret Miracle’, Borges, 1943 
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palms out  

fingers to future 

web slits over dune 

back and forth 

day to night to day 

 

Again and again. I have to.  

 

5 

Water is a great divider.  

 

Delilah has been shot.  

It was me. (no, really.) 

 

The desert shows me this in sweat, sun and strokes, cackling in its cicada way, as the 

horizon renews itself. It will happen tomorrow. It has already happened. 

 

I see that [everything was a little better in retreat … the bad omens good ones, the 

impossible possible, the situation improving rather than going straight to shit3]. 

Delilah smiles at me. My water supply ran out six hours ago. The faraway water 

comes closer with every step. 

 

Dowsers die. 

 

                                                             
3 Gold Fame Citrus, Watkins, 2015, p. 243 
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6 

Delilah isn’t from Texas.  

She’s from the Pine Tree State.  

The accent is the least of her lies. The camp has folded.  

 

7 

“You’re just gonna fly out there and walk right up to her?” 

“You know how fucking crazy that sounds?” 

“You won’t get within fifty yards of her.” 

“Don’t be stupid. Have you seen the news? There’s hundreds now.” 

“Missiah, really?” 

“Of course not.” 

“No.” 

“Are you fucking serious?” 

“I’m hanging up.” 

“No, I’d rather not, thanks.” 

“Night!” 

 

8 

Absence is a word that doesn’t really compute until it empties you whole.  

 

 

“How do you… how did it happen?” 

Delilah looks away, looks down at herself. It’s a movement that is hers alone at 

this hour. The others will come soon, parroting her actions like it was somatic 

scripture, but for now it’s just her. Sunrises are always like this. Silent but for me. 

“Have you always been able to…” 
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I never saw her drink. 

Not a sip. 

 

Into the dunes she would tirelessly tread and dowse and deliver, but never drink. 

Nor sweat. Nor cry. 

 

Absence is a different kind of abundance. 

 

9 

 

The gunshot is as loud as my determination.  

 

Her blood runs clear. The caravan fills with childhood stench. Salt and sand. Her 

body runs clear, runs away. Her body sates the sand. Nothing remains. 

 

I step to the lip of the sand-sea, a pack of rabid dogs at my heels. My life in the hands 

of the sun, I run.  

 

10 

It’s an old art reading the language of landscape. Like the changing topography, the 

dialects of place and space change over the years. The one constant in this sea of 

shifting discourse is water. There is nothing of the polyglot in fresh- and salt-water. 

Only Life. A Dowser, each an underwrit of such totalism, knows this. But doswers 

do not exist. Not really. What you see on TV and in the movies are the 

conglomerated whispers of half a world’s wonderings. Nobody can talk water. 

Machines can drill into it, sucker it up, scan it from whole planets away, but people 

can’t magick it up with a wave of their hands or a divining rod of crossing sticks. 

Those same sticks move only to your movements. There is no buried secret aquifer. 

You are curating hope in shakes, breaths and missteps. What about So-and-So? 

Well, the US Geological Survey has an answer: [The natural explanation of 

‘successful' water dowsing is that in many areas underground water is so prevalent 

close to the land surface that it would be hard to drill a well and not find water. In 

a region of adequate rainfall and favorable geology, it is difficult not to drill and 
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find water!4] Dowsers are malicious magnates. Playing at poverty to lure in 

messianism. The only thing they alight upon and drain from this world is the 

zeroes from your Bitcoin account. I HATE THEM. They promise you a vein, a 

slice of the river, a gulp of the sea. Watch them deliver none of it. Sunspots and 

leathery skin is all you have to show for their promises. Dehydration and 

destitution. They are the mediums of the ravaged environment, tapping into 

defunct basins, dripping liquid lies until you’re spent, spent, spent. They will 

entrance you with their Calling, their equable society of sheep, the promise of 

returning to the land. Watch them. They swindle in sweat.    

 

 

Dowsers don’t exist. Treading shin-high sand, I know this to be true, believe it so 

hard it hurts. But something else might. Clear blood. Transparent. Salty. Clean. Fresh. 

Glassy. Pellucid. Not red. 

  

11 

Torridity turns time/ See what the Sands see: 

 

Heatstroke is a funny thing. My head, or my concept of head, boils, and my lungs 

deflate, give up on imbibing dust. Heat-fae gather at my periphery, sing arroyo arias 

one by one. Hungry. 

 

The faraway water looms in every dune-cap. Torridity turns time.  

 

[fingers of water5] stretch back into aqueducts  

extinct rivers  

ephemeral rivers  

alluvial fans 

four handfuls down  

                                                             
4 ‘Water Dowsing’, USGS  

5 Gold Fame Citrus, Watkins, 2015, p. 243 
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gurgle mud 

Sierra sweats 

the Rockies  

redye their frost tips 

rage 

run 

 

the Colorado refills, untamed, pre-Powell 

winding wise 

making Grand 

 

 

the Delta reaches out  

[nowhere and everywhere6] 

successfully unsevering 

and the great jaguars  

[despot{s} of the Delta7] 

stalk deer trails 

left for Leopold 

 

   

    

 Joshua Yucca bud and bloom 

bud anew 

persist 

always 

                                                             
6 A Sand County Almanac: And Sketches Here and There, Leopold, 1968, p. 142 

7 A Sand County Almanac: And Sketches Here and There, Leopold, 1968, p. 143 
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basins fill 

with unfettered flow 

new  blue  true 

 

 

Delilah walks the desert 

 

 

.emit snrut ytidiproT  

 

Deliah crumples, bullet-leaking. Dries. 

 

12 

Delilah isn’t from the Pine Tree State. 

  

There’s an old story, as old as any fake news dowserlore, that says if you stand still 

long enough the desert will speak to you. It doesn’t choose to talk to everyone 

though, and it doesn’t do it in ways you expect. Your mind’s got to be empty, 

ranging, dune-receptive. It can direct the lost on their way or torture those who go 

astray. Sometimes the two are not unalike.  

 

The sand screams inside my head. 

 

Sixteen of them were sent.  

Liquid hidden up in the materiality of sovereign shapes. Sixteen who stepped free from shoals and 

sand and sea the world over, individually tasked to embed themselves into failing ecosystems. 

Living, breathing answers to crazed prayers. The seventeenth, dispatched to inseminate itself into a 
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carbon-choked Tokyo, was harpooned off of the outskirts of Japan before it could even start the 

healing. Whalesong still laments its loss. Seven others dried up before a year was through. 

‘Delilah’ was number nine. Her mission to undo us - Colorado, California, Utah, New Mexico, 

Nevada - shot to hell. Drying out under the ever-sun. 

 

The desert shows me this in sweat, sun and strokes, cackling in its cicada way, as the 

horizon continually renews itself. I see that [everything was a little better in retreat 

… the bad omens good ones, the impossible possible, the situation improving rather 

than going straight to shit8]. I see all this but taste none of it. Dangling, illusory. It’s 

advertisement, propaganda, a poorly grasped promise. I have killed hope.  

 

Ashley Bullen-Cutting 

 

                                                             
8 Gold Fame Citrus, Watkins, 2015, p. 243 
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Photo (and front cover) courtesy of Ashley Bullen-Cutting 
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Rain falling as we sip our whisky 

 

tune to perform 

on the 88th day 

 

an invigorating hush 

& lawn sheen 

 

it’s ok to pull wood 

from the shore 

 

before tide 

reclamation 

 

it’s also ok to play 

music away 

 

from the room  

in which it was first heard 

 

Andrew Taylor 
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An empty Coke bottle in Whitby Harbour 
 
as the rain sets in 
you bob in cold waters 
envy lucky cousins in 
miami 
freeport 
san juan 
and listing twist 
your sos skyward 
#shareacoke 
but seagulls don’t tweet 
 
 
An empty Coke bottle beside a model of the Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum (for scale) 
 
you may be taller than art 
but dropped from the roof 
vertically 
so as not to catch the wind 
kandinsky’s dominant curve 
cuts through the air 
to explode in the street 
and the crowd gasps 
at arcing glass and colour 
while you bounce off the kerb with a clonk 
 
 
And if thou gaze long into an empty Coke bottle, the empty Coke bottle will 
also gaze into thee 
 
in a corner office 
on the 29th floor 
lost in the cycle 
of weaponised nostalgia 
santa claus 
and a million polar bears 
you try to forget 
that it all ends 
in sticky residue 
on transparent plastic 
 
Peter Dorey 
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Photo courtesy of Peter Dorey 
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Me Aan Sel 

Recently, I've been writing poems based on English folklore and mythology. This is a poem based 

on My Own Self, a Northumbrian tale where a young boy is visited by a fairy, whose name is 

'My Own Self.'  

 

My mother bid me bed to go, 

But I was happy play 

Sat beside the fire that burned 

And kept our cottage warm. 

 

My father died some time ago, 

And now it’s just both us. 

We manage as the best we can 

Despite the wind and cold. 

 

And on this night the wind was howl,  

And whistled down the stack. 

My mother took herself to bed 

Whilst I did happy play. 

 

My mother said strange shapes abroad 

On nights as wild as this 

Barghest bound and mischief play, 

And Greenteeth lies in wait. 

 

My mother’s warning daft ignored, 

I would not up to bed. 

Knew I her threats of rod and cane,  

Were fancy and untrue. 
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I sat beside the flue and called 

To any that could hear, 

‘To bed I will not go this night, 

Come play and make some fun’ 

 

A girl out came from out the flue, 

Her hair was flaxen wild. 

My maw agape, out called aloud,  

Who are the devil you? 

 

Ich am mine owne seoulf, min ioly body a selkouth 

þat onlich þou can se 

whan the sonne was yongge so was ich,  

and ich still yongge now 

ich made iorney here to þis rewme to gomen 

bi-cause ich hurde þi craken 

what is þi name?9 

 

And though her words were mighty odd,  

I could but catch her drift 

And offered I, in kind reply,  

‘I’m just my own self too’ 

 

We played awhile beside that hearth, 

From which she came to me. 

                                                             
9 I am my own self, my jolly body a wonder that only you can see. When the sun was young, so was I, and I’m 
still young now. I made the journey to this realm to play because I heard your cry/call. What is your name? 
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She showed some wondrous sights and things, 

And made the fire live. 

This changed shape and colour and 

Cast light upon the wall. 

That bright light did dance about,  

And made my flesh to glow. 

 

The clinker brick from under flame,  

Made legs and left our home, 

And ashes rose, made men and swords 

And fought upon the floor. 

The sheepskin laid in front the hearth 

Was dance around the room 

The stool did join and merry made 

As ma and pa did past. 

 

Even trees from out the room 

Seemed dance more in the wind 

An owl let coo and flit about 

In most unnatural ways. 

Shrew and snake and rat and wolf 

Made as if they were 

Boon companion all the while 

(A thing I wished to have) 

 

Back in the room, the poker which 

I held within my hand 

Bent itself, til clean around 
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My arm it was a worm. 

It did not hurt, was soft to touch 

Like feather pillow was. 

The girl let laugh, call mighty shrew  

And poker fell on floor. 

 

I was not feared, though seemed this girl 

A most abnormal thing 

She gift me comfort on that night 

When mother was in bed. 

 

We played til sun was almost up,  

And then a hazard struck. 

A flame from fire that I stoked 

Lept up and hit her foot. 

 

She cried aloud, I worried that 

My mother heard her call. 

Her shrill cry seemed pierce the walls 

And made my ears to burn. 

 

A booming voice made quick reply, 

What is þis rurde ich here?10 

Queer girl looked towards the stack,  

And answered in her turn. 

 

Min fote hit barnen, fader min,  

                                                             
10 What is this noise I hear? 
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Just mine owne seoulf did stoken blase  

And billet lepen to min fote.11 

 

Voice did reply, I understood, 

Voice called to girl and mocked. 

If your own self did stoke the fire, 

Then is it not your fault? 

 

Of all strange things I saw that night, 

What happened next was most. 

Hand reached down from out the stack,  

And grabbed the girl by ear. 

 

Dragged she was towards the flue, 

And up the stack she went. 

Her foot, still red with fires mark 

Was last I saw of her. 

 

Although strange girl did fear me not,  

My mother had spoke true. 

Strange things abroad on nights so wild, 

Be careful what you do. 

 

Josh Pickup 

 

 

 

                                                             
11 My foot it burns, father mine. Just my own self did stoke the blaze, and firewood lept to my foot. 
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Photos courtesy of Josh Pickup 
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When You Danced 
 
When you danced alone in a room packed with people, when you danced in a two, 
when you danced in a three. When you danced in a hug of tangled arms and 
jumped as one, when you pushed away to be able to dance alone. When you 
fought in to dance, when so many lifted you off the ground and they danced and 
dangled your feet. Or when you skimmed and grappled over a corps of dancers, a 
secondary product of their power. When you felt the comfort of a dance routine - 
enraptured in the groove of your ancestor's well-trodden steps. 
 
When the dance turned into a struggle, the arms framed in the same way, the head 
drooping with drink or with weariness. When you glowed, when you swayed and 
rested your head on a familiar shoulder smelling of unfamiliar soap. When you 
stood on someone else's polished shoes in socked feet the size of their big toe. 
When you staggered, ripped back your head and roared - the unfamiliar guest at 
the wedding waltz- in a dress as red as your anger. 
 
When you boogied under the familiar, watchful eyes of those who know your 
worst, and like you best. When teenage you faked a smile and danced in synch with 
the rest. When child you danced the worst and joy made you out of breath.  When 
you awkward danced, to get through that stage in order to learn the kind of 
dancing you would need when filled with fear. When you danced likety-split. When 
you danced to 'keep fit.' When the first bars of a favourite song snapped the spell 
and ripped you apart from a kiss. When neon rumblings underfoot called you 
down the cellar steps.  
 
When you semi-danced for an old, favourite band, a loyal shoulder sway with drink 
cupped in hand. When you danced to music you couldn't stand. When you 
sashayed away. When you broke your legs one summer and danced on your hands. 
When you danced like nobody was watching, when you danced because you knew 
she was watching. When you danced to show that you didn't care - or hadn't 
noticed - that they were dancing with each other.  
 
When you start to dance before you have consciously made a choice, balmy 
summer's night with bruised purple sunset blooming through the fire exit doors, 
cool breeze of a trumpet playing lifting a collar and your arm and someone is 
building the courage to cross the room by watching you intently. When all seemed 
lost, and you danced.  
 
 
Jo Hanlon 
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Photo courtesy of Jo Hanlon 
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Quarantine Season 

 

COVID-19 – pre-isolation: 

 

I am in the parking lot of Tesco. I text my 70-year-old neighbour: Need anything from 

the store? I am out and about. (I do not know if this is a good or a bad thing.) The tone 

is casual, as if it is not problematic. At the moment I think it is problematic. I 

cannot ‘see’ a problem: the sun is wan above me, the cars stacked close to the front 

door. The sign above it is missing a ‘T’, reading ‘ESCO’. Something is lopped off. 

My neighbour responds: We’re fine darlin’, we’ve everything we need. Nature just throws up 

things like this every now and again. I look around at the few trees bordering the lot 

with buds that have not yet broken open. But is this nature? I think. Whatever is 

coming at us is something I can’t see. 

 

Day 1: Isolation 

 

We wake to go nowhere. I open the blinds and outside my window the crocuses 

have begun to sprout. The day is stunningly bright. My eldest has begun an audio 

diary in which she reports what her day has entailed: skype with friends to examine 

Chemistry problems (as if they matter?); exercise to stay fit (Tom Daley’s routine). 

It is a day to her, it is ordinary and plain and doesn’t bite back. I cruise the back 

garden which takes precisely three minutes; the walls offer peeling paint and a vine 

that barely covers it. I think about summertime projects: stripping and painting the 

brick as my neighbour has advised. Summer is decades from now, another 

season—another planet. I stare up at the sky. There is not a plane in the sky. There 

is nothing in the sky but blue, a blue that goes on and on. And on. 

 

Day 2: Isolatio 

 

We have forgotten, already, our previous life. That was a life that someone else 

lived. She bussed to uni or drove, if the weather was wretched or if she simply felt 

like it. Those days were filled with driving and driving, one child here, the other 

                                                             
 Schools closed on 20 March, the first day of spring. 
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there. Hours at a keyboard on campus, staring at the flat rooftop that gathered 

rain. Was it really ‘better’? I think now it was just a different measure of my days. 

My days are measured now by my daughters’ footsteps on the stairs. We are always 

up and down the stairs, as if it might take us somewhere. 

 

Day 3: Isolati 

 

So we have now begun to order our lives: mealtimes are more or less regular. The 

cat is still fed, I envy her certainty in this. I would be grateful if someone else were 

providing the meal plan; in the absence of this, I assess the contents of our fridge 

and pantry. These are items now in the ‘play’ of our lives; certain items will perish 

(a word we prefer not to reflect on). I treat these with a new understanding. Food 

and staples and paper goods are now the meat of our world. I mentally count the 

days. I count portions. I stare at the lone banana. It is collecting small spots, daily. I 

stare at it, as it lies curled in the bowl, and think, it will be the last one for many days. 

My youngest, from the staircase, asks when I will next go shopping. 

 

Day 4: Isolat 

 

The thunder on the stairs becomes louder; my eldest pronounces she ‘hates’ this. 

The early wake-up’s and Tom Daley work-outs have vanished. Instead, the curl of 

her brown locks is pressed to her cheek: she stays in bed later, phone pinned in 

front of her face like a gate that opens and shuts for me. She was to go to uni in six 

months’ time, she was to have a life. Now there is breakfast that ‘I’ll just fix it 

myself!’ Or ‘I can’t stand this.’ I tell her it is okay to be losing her mind. What else 

should I say? I mean: who isn’t? 

 

Day 5: Isola 

 

It is Friday. Is it Friday? I change the calendar on my dresser, the bronze one my 

brother set aside for me after my grandmother died. It marks our days. One day, 

two day; one year, two years. Twenty now? Or was it 30? She spoke into a 

recording device and told me of the Spanish flu. I think of her words now, It was 

terrible. She shook her head, thin lips gone thinner. My brother-in-law texts me, tells 

me of his mother’s stories of her mother: the bodies were thrown out into the street. I 
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wonder if it is helpful to think of this. Outside the sunshine breaks into sunlight, it 

breaks into our garden, but nothing opens. Except my crocuses. We walk in the 

park, my eldest and I—she has agreed to the day. This day. 

 

Day 6: Isol 

 

I work each day, hour after hour, at my desk, the thin frame of wood beneath a 

laptop powered by things I cannot see but are there. The words fly out of my 

outbox to someone’s inbox as if they matter. They are words and words and 

words. As if they matter. What matters is that there are no cars moving. When we 

take ‘the daily walk allowed’ (will we be punished for a second, a third?), we watch 

the people moving. Twos and threes? Only a few threes. These are not allowed. 

The young girls and the boy in the park, tripping over the dog leash, laughing. I 

want to be them. It isn’t their youth or the tripping, though. Do they know? What 

do they know? I speak to my eldest as if she will leave in September. I speak to her 

about things I believe matter. 

 

Day 7: Iso 

 

Not clear on the day, really. There is brick held together by mortar, I realise, in the 

building across the road. The sun shines on this brick as if it will shine the next 

day, the day after. The fresh milk is gone; I say to her, We will have to use either the 

long-life or I can go out and get fresh. I say this as if there is an obvious answer. I turn on 

the lamp downstairs, though it is just afternoon. It will give some kind of light. The 

light will give me the obvious answer. Was it the virus she had? We speculate, whilst 

we eat our lunch, which we have all worked on, the small army in my home. We 

are fighting something. Mostly we try not to fight each other. I tell them about 

Lord of the Flies. Then I realise I have never read it. It is in my mind on the shelf of 

books across my room, housing the books I may never read.  

 

Day 8: Is 

 

The NHS calls offering a phone appointment in lieu of my youngest’s dermatology 

visit. I explain this is not needed, we do not want to cause a problem. She has 

waited for a specialist appointment for two years. We had stop counting the days. 
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(They were only days, right?) We don’t have to take the appointment, I say—I mean, you 

have more serious needs? Her voice is dead on the other end of the phone, dead-pan, it 

is mostly solid like the wood of my table: Well, we have it in the books now. These are 

her books, she fills them with appointments, daily. But does it matter? It’s just my 

daughter’s skin. Perfect as it is: it is alive.   

 

Day 9: I 

 

I spend the afternoon marking essays, one student uses a verb excellently and I 

find I am thrilled. This is crucial: it is a feeling, it is not dead-pan or dead. Outside 

the crocuses have broken into purple. The sun is so bright we squint into it. My 

eldest has made gnocchi, pronounces herself a chef; my youngest, in tears, frets 

about biology revision that must be done by 4 pm!—for an exam she will no longer be 

taking. I wonder who is pronouncing these edicts. Her school emails us, insisting 

we pay tuition, if reduced; they tell us of the gardeners they are not paying. I speak 

to a colleague whose partner is a gardener. I learn that the people he gardens for 

practice ‘social distancing’. They do not come out to speak to him. Is he lonely? I 

wonder. Or does he just snip snip, snip snip the day away? I have found one word in 

my student’s essay that is brilliant, I decide. I want to reward them for this. But 

rewards in marking are not allowed: these are chiseled. We must give them out 

sparingly, as if there are none left. We are complimented by our module head, who 

informs us too that we have been ‘more severe’ than she might have been. I had 

fallen in ranks with my fellow marker, who marks as if each mark is like my 

banana—the last. 

 

Day 10:  

 

The sky features more clouds today. There is much speculation about this, about 

how there have been so few clouds. Have you noticed how the air is cleaner? we say over 

lunch. Look, there’s a plane? Where are they going? Can they even be flying? It is a small 

plane, and this causes much discussion. It leaves a trail in the sky that is thin and I 

am reminded of jet-streams in the US, the power of the engines. Boeing. Seattle. 

Where my nephew lives, in an area my aunt suggests is being ‘hard hit’. (What are 

things being ‘hit’ by? Why is the virus described as ‘hitting’ a community or like a 

wave. Must we dive beneath it to ensure it does not topple us?) We clear the table 

and decide whose turn it is to do the dishes. My eldest speaks in a low tone, so my 
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youngest won’t hear. I did them after the last meal!! I run the water, watch it run. I 

wash dishes out of a small bowl of soapy water. Just in case. 

 

Day 11 

 

Every day is like the other day. My cat lifts her head. She has eaten today, again. I 

marvel at how well I stocked her supplies on the last big shop (my two stops at two 

Tesco’s). I faced an hour queue. A nice man—I remember him so fondly now—

steered me toward the self-serve as if it were Shangri-La where I was headed. And 

in a sense it was. A kind of shopping reprieve. In the world of shopping, now, we 

are grateful when something is on the shelf. Pasta plagued us for days. It was 

nowhere to be found. The girls’ dad brought some on his last visit, we joke about 

the impossibility of pasta. Its Italian-ness. It’s Milan-ness. 

 

Day 1 

 

It is like the same day. It feels like Groundhog Day. The sun comes back out. The 

mortar is still holding the bricks together on the house across the street. The 

agency has sent out a note that says, more or less, emergencies only—please? The paint 

has been peeling from the bathroom wall for months. I stare at it daily and dream 

of trips to B & Q or B & M, aisles full of shelves. Sand paper. The paint the 

painter was to leave by the agency. A household project that, like my daughters’ 

education, feels like ages away. I long to garden, I stare with envy at the bag of 

compost the neighbour picked up four days ago, with her two sons—or was it 

seven days ago?—it was after isolation. And I thought, Wow, lady, communitas! Take 

those two boys of yours out. For gardening, yeah. Now I can almost see it. Bring it on! I 

say. 

 

Day 

 

The meals are increasingly creative; after gnocchi, what next? Homemade ciabatta 

(do we have the flour? Is the baking soda still good?) My youngest, towering above 

me, does her ballet in the kitchen, pointe shoes squeaking. They squeak and 

squeak. My ‘Collaborate’ collapses mid-session during my online seminar. My 

students are forgiving, patient, remain in the solitary ‘room’ awaiting my return. I 
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see only the squares representing who they are. They can no longer see me. I am, 

increasingly, invisible. 

 

Da 

 

I think of my father, who is six feet under now but was six-feet tall, and wore a 

heavy black wool coat that he bought in the years he taught at Oxford. I think 

about the strike at the university, how he’d have been proud I didn’t cross the 

lines, that I struck, that I took the pay cut, that we are surviving now in England, 

that we didn’t stay in the US, under Trump, whom he’d have hated (let’s face it, 

sorry). But there you have it: he was my dad and even though I never knew it, 

really, he believed in me. Da, I can do this, I got this. Do I? The little people look at 

me as if I do. Outside, I worry the crocuses are wilting beneath the sun. We have 

waited a winter for it and it comes out now in the time in which outdoors are 

forbidden. Oh cruel sun. Cruel son. 

 

D 

 

I read Annie Dillard’s The Writing Life daily, nightly. I read just a page, as if it’s my 

banana, long gone, by someone who ate it when I wasn’t looking. (When really, 

thank God, someone did!—or I’d have had to recycle it into banana bread. 

Everything, foil, plastic, bag, food—it’s all recycled now. We are Greta.) I read 

Dillard’s words as if certain there is something in them that will break this, break 

me, break our battle with words. I get them almost daily now: reports on media of 

every kind, texts with updates about where we should not go. Letters remain 

unsent, though postal workers, at least, are still working. We clap for NHS workers 

one night, only we didn’t clap, we didn’t know. We didn’t pay attention. Instead, I 

watch my crocuses in fear they will die, or the small cactus that got me through the 

PhD. I fear anything that wilts. 

 

The days are unmarked now, completely. Clouds drift into the sky now, almost 

grey today. I find sunshine in the smallest of things—an exchange with a friend, 

say. I try not to think of people who have hurt me as it seems petty and small when 

the clouds are this big, and when the thunder starts on the stairs again. She 

brightened, though, end of day. It was book group, it was really nice! my youngest says. 

Her teacher is gorgeous to keep going. They are all gorgeous for keeping going. 
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And we are: we are keeping going. But the days—they’re not. I do not know what 

to make of this, where they have gone. I am fearful to look out my window, walk 

in the park. What if the daffodils we saw, or the dahlias—my eldest swore they were 

not daffodils—have wilted, gone past? This is the sum of our days now: food and 

flowers and the rain, we hope, that will never come. 

 

 Alicia Rouverol 
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